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Why are we here?

- We provide munitions to our Warfighter
  - Commercial: Enduring viability
  - Government: Enduring capability
Where I left you a year ago...

- We needed a strategy for the industrial base
  - Warm basing (logistics)
  - Capability based focus (production)
  - Modernization
  - Strategically right size
  - Reduce Cost
Where we are today...

- Continue to assess and work with industry for the POM knowing the following:
  - 2→1 Major Regional Conflict
  - Budgets declining

- Enterprise – Integrated Logistics Strategy:
  will have tough decisions

- Using input to make informed decisions
Budget Trend

SMCA Ammo Hardware Dollars

45+% Decline (4 Years)

% Producers in Financial Distress

- 0%

Significantly Impacted Ammo Families

- None

Artillery
- Bombs
- Grenades
- Medium Cal
- Mortars
- Pyrotechnics
- Rockets
- Small Cal
- Tank

Artillery
- Bombs
- Fuzes
- Grenades
- Mortars
- Non-Lethal
- Pyrotechnics
- Rockets
- Small Cal
- Tank
What do we need to do?

• **Focus resources to key capabilities**
  - Modernize where needed
  - Divest where no longer needed
  - Sustain while buying strategically

• **Energy reduction**
  - ISO 50001 certification
What do we need you to do?

- Identify core competencies
- Identify efficiencies
- Consider availability of Government installations
Conclusion

- We have a common “Why”
- Know your core capabilities
- Only the most efficient will survive
- We are providing Senior Army leadership input for informed industrial base decision making
- Identify and execute bold ideas and changes